Autonomy with Integrity for Virginia’s Educators
What it is and why it matters.

“Autonomy with integrity” is VASCD’s expression of a set of foundational beliefs about Virginia’s educators.
Because student needs vary widely and change constantly, no prescribed set of teaching strategies, materials, or
instructional timelines can be depended upon to assure growth for all students. Rather, educators must
understand and attend to the academic and social-emotional needs of individuals and small groups of students.
Teachers need greater flexibility to make these decisions.
Educator autonomy exists within a set of parameters including the Standards of Learning, local curriculum and
adopted programs, and state and local policy. These parameters ensure needed consistency in practice across
school divisions and are essential to the goal of equal educational opportunity for all Virginia’s students. We
cannot return to an outdated system in which standards were not rigorous and learning goals were chosen at the
classroom level.
Within these parameters, teachers should be free to teach the Standards in the ways they judge to be best
matched to the needs of their students. Virginia’s current assessment system in particular imposes limits on
teacher autonomy that are not necessary to ensure accountability. Trusting teachers to make instructional
decisions is neither at odds with accountability nor with high expectations for student learning. When teachers
are free to teach in innovative and creative ways, they model the kind of flexible thinking, problem solving, and
decision making that we want our students to be developing. Educator autonomy strengthens student
engagement and positively impacts teacher recruitment and retention. Absence of autonomy undermines deeper
learning. It is taking a toll on the profession and on our students.
By integrity, we refer to more than the belief that educators are honorable people, although we do believe they
are. We also mean integrity of the systems, the supports, and the leadership that enable teachers to do their best
work with students each day. Individual educators and systems acting together with integrity unleashes both the
science and artistry of teaching. We see this integrity in places like high-functioning collaborative teams, effective
feedback from coaches and mentors, ongoing opportunities for quality professional learning, and administrative
support for thoughtful innovation.
Our firm belief is that educators must have the autonomy to make judgements about student learning needs and
that the systems in which they work must model and expect integrity. These conditions will enable us to prepare
our students for life beyond school while making their schools exemplars of modern working environments.

Given appropriate degrees of autonomy and adequate support,
educators will make sound decisions regarding teaching and learning.

